STREET ARTISTIC EXPRESSIONS: procedure to book spaces
We consider “street artistic expressions” all the activities referred to in the previous paragraph that do not involve a
predetermined compensation for the performance and/or an admission ticket for the participation of the public without
prejudice to the possibility of collecting free offers. Exclusively by way of example and by no way of limitation, falling
under this phenomenology are the activities of: acrobats; jugglers; equilibrists; contortionists; ballad-singers; street
actors; clowns; living statues; mime artists; fakirs; fire-eaters; puppeteers; dancers; musicians; one-man bands; streetbands; pavement-artists; dream painters (art. 5 paragraph 2 of the Rules and regulations for Street Art).
The artists belonging to this category are not subject to the payment of the COSAP (Fee for the Occupation of Public
Spaces and Areas) (art.8 paragraph 1 of the Regulation).
The artist connects to the platform through the URL (Uniform Resource Locator) www.stradarte.it , accessible also from
the Municipality of Milan portal https://www.comune.milano.it/aree-tematiche/lavoro-e-formazione/lavoro/l-arte-distrada-a-milano or he/she can go directly to the Street Artists Counter.

AVAILABLE AREAS FOR ARTISTIC EXPRESSIONS (art. 7 of the Regulation)
-“areas allowing free performance”, without any requirement or limitation concerning specific artistic typologies,
without prejudice to diversifications for time bands;
-“areas where amplification is prohibited”, unavailable for activities requiring the use of any kind of amplification;
-“routes for itinerant performances” available for events that take place in an itinerant form, that do not occupy
public ground even temporarily, that only make sporadic stops in observance of the performance mode defined in
the following art. 9;
-“areas reserved for the expressive activity” in which only the activities defined in the second paragraph of art. 5 are
allowed;
-[areas reserved for street artist crafts]
-“areas of special public interest” that, because of their particular environmental importance, can be subject to
specific requirements, limitations or extensions, whether these are sporadic or periodic, and even frequent;
-“areas of extemporary expression” in which the expressive activities referred to in the second paragraph of art. 5
can be exercised without any booking of space. These areas cannot be used to exercise street artistic crafts as
defined in paragraph three of art. 5 of the Regulation.
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Bookings for street artistic expressions:
Bookings of spaces can be made at the Street Artists' Counter and online through the Stradarte platform and they are
valid only within the territory of the Municipality of Milan.
To facilitate booking, the Stradarte platform proposes the list of positions with their localization and photographic
documentation. The artist is exclusively presented with the positions that are compatible with the type of activity that
he/she proposes and that appear in the Declaration of Artistic Activity already inserted in the system.
In order to carry out his/her artistic performances, each individual artist can book the positions for a period that can
vary from a minimum of 1 to a maximum of 4 consecutive days. These activities can be exercised in the same place for a
period of time of not more than 2 consecutive hours, with the exception of pavement-artists*, and in any case not more
than 4 times in a month in the same position. Bookings can be made up to 60 days before the beginning of the activity.
It is not possible to book more than one position at the same hours.
(*The pavement-artists can book the same position for the entire day.)
Positions are available according to the following time frames:
11:00 a.m.-01:00 p.m., 02:00 p.m. -04:00 p.m. , 05:00 p.m. -07:00 p.m. , 08:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m., 11:00 p.m.-12:00 p.m.
Subject to some limitations (for instance in public parks subject to gates opening and closing hours) we specify that the
time limit for musical performances is 10:00 p.m.
The artist may cancel or modify the shifts of the single day up to the day before the performance. This condition is valid
for all the dates forming the booking. Likewise, it is not possible to postpone the closing date of the performance. As
regards central positions, placed in the area Duomo – Castello and Nuova Darsena, it will only be possible to make two
bookings per day: one on the axis San Babila Duomo and one on the axis Mercanti – Castello and Nuova Darsena.
Subsequent bookings can be renewed only upon the expiry of the current authorization.
IMPORTANT: The municipal administration reserves the right to change, cancel or suspend at any time the booking of
the urban space made by the user, with a prior notice to the persons concerned. Within the limits of the availability of
alternative positions, another location for the activity for the time slots affected by the change can be agreed upon with
the artist / the company.
In particular conditions of need and urgency, or for the presence of events and particular occurrences, with a resolution
of the City Council or of the individual Municipal Councils, the Administration can at any time modify and/or limit
temporarily the general conditions of the performance of street art activities.
In order to perform in the street it is necessary to have a permit that can be printed or downloaded in PDF format on
mobile devices and that will have to be compulsorily presented to the Local Police, upon request.
The permit can be printed in a final global form or in a partial form, allowing the holder to cancel the individual bookings
up to the day before the performance.
For information and registration/booking (in case it is not possible to make them directly online):
Sportello Artisti di Strada, c/o Informagiovani del Comune di Milano via Dogana 2 – piano terra
(Street Artists' Counter, c/o Informagiovani of the Municipality of Milan, via Dogana 2 - Ground floor)
Opening hours: from Monday to Friday from 10:00 a.m. to 01:00 p.m.
e-mail: artistidistrada@comune.milano.it tel. 0288468390-1
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STREET ART CRAFTS: Space booking procedures
We consider “street art crafts” the activities listed in the first paragraph, aimed at the production and sale to the public
of expressive works that are the result of the creative talent of those that propose them and/or the offer of
extemporary artistic and expressive performances for which a specific compensation is requested. Falling under this
second category are for example: painters, sculptors, portraitists, photographers, sculptors of balloons, make-up artists
(art. 5 paragraph 3 of the new Rules and Regulations governing Street Art). This typology includes esoteric artists
(astrologers, fortune-tellers, etc.).
These categories are subject to the payment of the COSAP (art.8 paragraph 2). The multiplier coefficient established is
0.2% (the minimum for the category of initiatives of civic interest identified by the City Council). Payment is required in
cases where the occupation of public soil exceeds half a square or linear metre, where the equipment used clutters
public space and/or where fixed emplacements are used. The occupation of public soil produced by these activities is
temporary.
THE REGISTRATION
The artist connects to the platform through the url (Uniform Resource Locator) www.stradarte.it , accessible also from
the Municipality of Milan portal https://www.comune.milano.it/aree-tematiche/lavoro-e-formazione/lavoro/l-arte-distrada-a-milano or he/she can go directly to the Street Artists' Counter.
AVAILABLE AREAS (art. 7 of the regulation)

e) areas reserved for street artist crafts
Booking for street artist crafts:
To book spaces, the artist will have to access the specific section of the platform, or he/she can go directly to the Street
Artists' Counter (see information at the bottom of the page).
The system proposes the list of only the positions that are compatible with the activity exercised by the artist and
declared beforehand at the time of the registration. For each position the system supplies: the localization, the
photographic documentation and the operating parameters.
Applicants can register online but the bookings may be validated only by going to the Street Artists' Counter (see above
for address and opening hours), against presentation of the payment receipt for the Cosap to be affixed on the
concession deed that will be issued. The title deed, containing the authorization code, will compulsorily have to be
exhibited when exercising the activity to facilitate Local Police checking.
Bookings for crafts can be made with the beginning taking place within the following sixty days up to a maximum of 3
months that can be renewed, for a maximum of twice per year in the same position.
It is prohibited to carry out an expressive activity and street art craft at the same time.
The shortest time duration for space booking is 1 day.
IMPORTANT: The municipal administration reserves the right to change, cancel or suspend at any time the booking of
the urban space made by the user, with a prior timely notice.
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Within the limits of the availability of alternative positions, another location for the activity for the time slots affected by
the change can be agreed upon with the artist / the company.
In particular conditions of need and urgency, or for the presence of events and particular occurrences, with a resolution
of the City Council or of the individual Municipal Councils […], the Administration can at any time modify and/or limit
temporarily the general conditions of the performance of street art activities, defined by articles 9 and 10 of the
Regulation.

Important! In case of requests of positions for Fridays, Saturdays or Sundays, bookings made after 12 noon on Fridays
will be validated only on the following Mondays, subject to the presentation of the receipt of the Consap payment.
For information and registration/booking (in case it is not possible to make them directly online):
Sportello Artisti di Strada, c/o Informagiovani del Comune di Milano
(Street Artists' Counter, c/o Informagiovani of the Municipality of Milan, via Dogana 2 - Ground floor)
Opening hours: from Monday to Friday from 10:00 a.m. to 01:00 p.m.
e-mail: artistidistrada@comune.milano.it tel. 0288468390-1
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